
Cost and performance accounting 
for Microsoft Dynamics NAV

 Understanding in the moment:
          The 2 sides of CKL cost-
  and performance accounting.



CKL Software GmbH is a specialist for integrated cost and performance accounting based on Microsoft 
Dynamics NAV. Since our founding in 1997, we have been engaged in the (further) development of CKL 
cost and performance accounting. With our core product, you will receive a technical, functional and 
modern fi nancial solution that is ideally adapted to your Dynamics NAV environment. It‘s a concept that 
pays off: Today, more than 1,800 small and medium-size companies are relying on CKL software – the 
leader in Europe in the Microsoft Dynamics NAV environment.

Our customers are the more than 150 certifi ed partners worldwide: As a non-selling ISV, we distribute 
our solution exclusively through an indirect channel. We pass on our knowledge about the most modern 
technology, the current business requirements for internal cost accounting and the various needs of 
specifi c sectors directly to you via our partners and consultants.

CKL is a company with wind in its sails: Microsoft issued silver certifi cation for ERP to the Hamburg com-
pany and awarded CKL cost and performance accounting the Certifi ed for Microsoft Dynamics (CfMD) 
distinction. Furthermore, implementation of the projects takes place via our excellent, certifi ed network of 
partners. Seasoned consultants with fi nancial accounting know-how, enhanced by a methodological way 
of working, are what make the collaboration between CKL and its certifi ed partners so successful.

Count on CKL!

What is CKL Software GmbH
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CKL Software GmbH is a specialist for integrated cost and 
performance accounting based on Microsoft Dynamics NAV

150 local partners for you:
     Business development à la CKL.
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Accounting data, performance data, sales data 
and your task as controller to deliver the resulting 
templates for strategic corporate decisions. Good 
thing if you rely on CKL cost and performance 
accounting for Dynamics NAV.

With cost centre accounting, you conduct individu-
al management accounting, while for example in-
corporating the management of terms of reference 
here on the basis of your performance, create 
allocations according to the most varying me-
thods and create actual-target comparisons. Cost 
unit accounting makes multi-level price margin 
calculations possible, as well as drafting detailed 
budgets, the creation of a BAB, the management 
of performance and much more.

Besides cost centres and cost units, up to six 
additional dimensions and features can be set up. 
The data grouped in such a way forms the basis 

More dimensions, more overview

For happy controllers

for your analysis views that you export into Excel 
and from there can process further in the custo-
mary form. In this way you are then also available 
to other departments.

CKL cost and performance accounting is a highly 
modern and fl exibly expandable software solution 
with the special CKL effect:

■ Can be evaluated multi-dimensionally 
 (up to 8 dimensions)
■ Integrated performance settlement / 
 determination
■ Evaluation and reclassification of top performers
■ Automation of budget and actual billing rates
■ Discretionary and expanded allocation methods

The solution is available in German and in English 
and is already used by many clients worldwide.
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With the cost accounting for Dynamics NAV (Navisi-
on) you obtain a modern controlling tool to support 
your cost analyses and operational evaluations.

With CKL cost and performance accounting, you 
have tools at your disposal with the options required 
in practice mapped for you, including inner-com-
pany billing of services, allocation according to all 
methods, calculatory recurring entries and working 
with budgeted costs as well as the evaluation of 
data with the help of analysis views you‘ve created 
yourself. The integrated planning module makes 
traditional cost accounting methods possible, ran-
ging from the actual to the normal costs all the way 
to fl exible budget cost accounting or direct costing.
The accounting ent-
ries can be designed 
as desired, both within 
the main modules of 
cost centre accounting 

Overview

Cost- and performance accounting

and cost unit accounting as well as across modules 
in the form of settlement processes between cost 
centres and cost units. Data from fi nancial accoun-
ting can thus be automatically incorporated, and 
information from other systems required can be 
included and further processed into the cost and 
performance accounting with no problem via indivi-
dual interfaces. 

With the help of cost accounting dimensions, you 
can introduce further hierarchies in the cost centre 
and cost unit accounting and use them in the de-
velopment of your cost accounting. Concepts such 
as product groups, profi t centres and segments are 
thus enabled as evaluation hierarchies.
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The new role-based user interface of Microsoft Dy-
namics NAV for the controller orders and structu-
res the workplace in accordance with his function 
and task. 

Role center

Controller´s workingstation

The activities and features for direct use are put 
in the foreground, other information on the back-
ground. In this way, an easy-to-see and structured 
application window remains with an overview of 
the pending tasks which supports you not only in 
setting better priorities but also in working more 
pleasantly and more productively.
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With cost centre accounting the basic functions of 
management cost accounting are delivered.

A breakdown throughout into fi xed and variable 
cost components is possible as an important basic 
function. This can be supported by a fi rm deposit 
of amounts or percentage values for the respective 
cost types.

COST TYPE PLAN 
Irrespective of whether you want to keep an 
individual cost type plan or a cost type plan that 

Cost centre accounting

Basic functions 

matches the ledger accounts plan, the structure 
is fully confi gurable. Ledger accounts are linked 
with cost types of cost centre accounting.

COST ACCOUNT PATTERN 
Analogue to the account pattern of fi nancial 
accounting, you can put together your own evalu-
ations. Here information can also be queried from 
performance and cost unit entries. Another link 
with analysis views opens the option of presenting 
evaluations of multidimensional structures, e.g. by 
cost centre groups or profi t centres.
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DIMENSIONS
For detailed cost analyses the entry information 
can be very precisely grouped with dimensions. 
Dimensions are used across modules. Entries 
with the cost centre dimension are adopted with 
all further dimensions into cost centre accounting. 
Within cost accounting, entries/allocations can be 
undertaken while giving additional dimensions

ADOPTION 
Cost accounting draws data primarily from the 
fi nancial accounting module and quantity data 
from the production module as needed. Optionally, 
adoption for each entry can occur automatically or 
started manually if necessary.

TERMS OF REFERENCE MANAGEMENT 
Terms of reference not only represent a perfor-
mance unit in Dynamics NAV, they also have addi-
tional functions. Billing rates are coupled with terms 
of reference and as needed units in production. For 

instance, a term of reference of the type hour can 
thusbe defi ned with different hourly rates per cost 
centre and as needed units in the production or 
resources. The defi nition of the terms of reference 
can occur on three levels. On the fi rst level the cost 
ratios per term of reference are set (e.g. kWh, hr.). 
In the second step the cost ratios of a term of refe-
rence can be allocated to any cost centres. In the 
last step there exists the option of fl exibly setting 
the period of validity for these cost ratios. Different 
billing rates per period are taken into account for 
this.

Cost centre accounting

Basic functions 



ALLOCATION
The costs entered in the indirect/service cost cen-
tres can be allocated to the primary cost centres 
with the help of various allocation methods. The 
following allocation methods are available:

■ gradation method (mance, ratio and with 
 reference to another cost type)
■ quantity x cost ratio (with the help of any 
 term of reference with billing rate)

All allocations can also be done proportionately. 
To the extent an offset is to occur between the cost 
centres until all values are redistributed among 
themselves, this can be executed with the help of 
the iteration method. If allocations are to be distribu-
ted according to the ratio of target figures, one can 
refer to the appropriate budget and distribute the 
actual data accordingly. 

BUDGETED COSTS
Analogue to financial accounting, as many budgets 
as desired can be set up. These can be used 
in analyses for actual-target comparisons or if 
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Cost centre accounting

Allocation methods

needed be adopted into financial accounting. 
Budgeted amounts are differentiated into fixed 
and variable shares. The budget development can 
occur through the adoption of the actual data in 
addition to using a factor. If the budgeted data is to 
be further serviced externally, it can be exported 
to Excel as well as be imported again. The budget 
structure can occur taking into account different 
dimensions in order to depict partial budgets or 
sub-budgets. The allocations can also be used to 
support the budget development.

ANALYSIS VIEWS
Analysis views can be developed on the basis of 
entered dimensions in the cost accounting. The 
foundation of these analyses is the entries of cost 
centres as well as of cost unit accounting in addition 
to budget data. In addition, the analysis data can 
be connected with account charts in order to obtain 
another form of presentation. From the analysis 
view, all relevant data can be sent to a pivot table 
in Excel using a direct export interface and be pre-
pared there. The centres in the company thus also 
benefit from the services of the costs.



Functional breakdown of cost centre accounting
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Cost centre accounting

■ Establishment of the cost type plan from the real accounts or individual set-up
■ Separation of fixed and variable portions of the amount
■ Filing fixed amounts and/or percentage portions by cost type
■ Administration of as many dimensions/reporting indicators as required with every entry
■ Optional automatic incorporation of the cost and service entries from other modules
■ Reference value for managing service entries
■ NEW: Adoption of flexible service types with the help of reference values
 (such as number of employees, number of offers/assignments, number of enquiries/orders, 
 number of warehouse movements)
■ Filing of the settlement rates with the reference value
■ NEW: Application of the original value of the service origin as settlement rate
■ Definition of standard apportionment formulas, e.g. according to
	 ■ the step ladder process with distribution according to ratio, service or reference cost type
	 ■ quantity x cost ratio with settlement rate
	 ■ the iteration process
	 ■ the ratio of the budget values
■ Recurring calculative long-term entries
■ Budgets for the cost centre accounting with the incorporation of dimensions
■ Quantity budgets
■ Budget structure with differentiation of fixed and variable amounts
■ NEW: Budget link-up with the financial accounting (in both directions)
■ NEW: Entry of budget values as actual values
■ Budget structure with the help of plan assessment
■ Export and import function to/from Excel
■ Checking of analysis viewpoints for detailed evaluation on a multidimensional basis
 and for the sake of comparison of target/actual values
■ Link-up of analysis viewpoints with account schemata
■ User-defined evaluation options for the account schemata
■ Detailed evaluations (e.g. cost type sheets, BAB according to cost centres/periods,
 target-actual comparisons)
■ NEW: Straightforward deletion of cost centre entries per daybook according to erroneous entries
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If necessary, the cost unit accounting module can 
be added if, for example, internal service settle-
ments and the calculation of individual cost units 
are to take place. This module supplies the typical 
functions that a cost centre accounting system 
usually requires in practice. 

INCORPORATION 
Individual costs that have been entered in other 
modules with cost units can be incorporated into 
the cost unit accounting automatically or manually 
if required. If the entry for a cost unit takes place 
through allocation from the cost centre accounting, 
the entries are likewise transferred directly. Quantity 

entries from the production or resources module 
can be incorporated immediately as an amount by 
combining the reference value with the settlement 
rate. 

SURChARGE CALCULATION 
By setting up various calculation schemata, it is 
possible to observe and evaluate the cost units and/
or the company from various perspectives. The cal-
culation scheme can be structured according to the 
user‘s needs and supplied with the chosen surchar-
ges on the individual costs. The overheads surchar-
ges can, where required, be credited to the chosen 
cost centre as part of the internal accounting. 

Cost unit accounting

Cost unit accounting and calculation
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ACCOUNTING OF SERVICES 
 Where services can be directly allocated to a 
cost unit, these can be entered in the cost centre 
accounting in connection with the corresponding 
reference value under the relevant cost centre. 

PLANNING MODULE 
 In the cost unit area, detailed budgets can be set 
up. These are allocated to the periods with amount 
details or simply with the same amounts. There is 
the option of exporting these to Excel in the cost 
unit area for the purposes of further processing and 
to then re-import them again. Here too, there is the 
option of incorporating the budget in the fi nancial 
accounting or extracting it from it. With the incor-
poration of the article budget the detailed elements 
of costs of the article calculation can be applied 
instead of the warehouse consumption.

ANALYSIS VIEWPOINTS 
 Here too, analysis viewpoints are available for 
detailed evaluation according to dimensions. The 
consideration of the budget values for subsequent 
target-actual comparisons is also possible.

Cost unit accounting and calculation

Cost unit accounting
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■ As many cost units as required
■ Separation of fixed and variable portions of the amount
■ Optional automatic incorporation of the cost and service entries
■ Contribution margin increments as required
■ NEW: Activity recording in connection with reference values and accounting of acquired 
 articles (quantity), produced articles (quantity), sold articles (quantity), ...
■ Internal accounting for services
■ Set up of as many surcharge calculation schemata as required
■ NEW: Internal accounting for services with original values from the service origin
■ NEW: Accounting of cost units to cost units
■ Calculation of overhead surcharges for crediting to the cost centre accounting
■ Creation of cost unit budgets with fixed and variable (quantity-based) budgets
■ Export and import of budget data in Excel
■ NEW: Budget linking with the financial accounting (in both directions), 
 including from goods management (article budgets)
■ Set up of as many analysis viewpoints as required for actual and budget data
■ Calculative long-term entries
■ NEW: Straightforward deletion of cost unit account entries per daybook according to erroneous entries

Cost unit accounting

Functional breakdown of cost unit accounting
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